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DMS−100 TSTLCONT

TSTLCONT

Table Name :  Test Line Control Table

Data Forms:   No form

Functional Description of Table TSTLCONT

Table TSTLCONT lists the index (TSTNOIND) within the range of 000 to 255 assigned to each of
the Test Line Number (TLNOS) subtables.

This table is not used when test calls are performed on Common Channel Interoffice Signaling
(CCIS) trunks.  However, even if the office is entirely CCIS, this table must be datafilled for Test Call
software to function.

Datafill Sequence :  Refer to table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Table Size :  Refer to table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Field Descriptions :  Refer to table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Datafill Example

Refer to table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Table TSTLCONT
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of a MAP display:

TSTNOIND    TLNOS
___________________________________________________________________________________
       0    ( 27)
       1    (  0)
       2    (  0)
       3    (  0)
___________________________________________________________________________________
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DMS−100 TSTLCONT.TLNOS

TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Table Name :  Test Line Number Subtable

Data Forms:   2531A, B

Functional Description of Table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Subtable TLNOS lists the test line names and their associated codes.  Each subtable can be shared
by one or more outgoing or two−way trunk groups.

This subtable is not used if test calls are performed on Common Channel Interoffice Signaling
(CCIS) trunks.  However, even if the office is entirely CCIS, this subtable must be datafilled in order
for Test Call software to function.

Datafill one 2531A form for each TLNOS subtable.

Table 1 lists the test line names and their standard codes.  The codes listed under Local can be
different for different switching units.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 1                                          DMS−300
Test Line                                        or Toll Test      Local Test
Descriptions                           Name      Line Code         Line Code
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Balance Termination                    T100      100               1191

Test Board Communication Line          T101      101               1005

Milliwatt Supply                       T102      102               1111

Signal Supervisory                     T103      103               −

Transmission Test & Noise Check        T104      104               xxxx

Transmission Test Line                 T105      105               xxxx

Bit Error Rate Test                    TB08      108               xxxx

Short Circuit                          TCLC      −                 1192

E&M Lead Test Line                     TE_M      (notes)           (notes)

International Signal                   TISS      163               −
Supervisory Line

Loop−Around Port 1                     TLPA      −                 1194

Loop−Around Port 2                     TLPB      −                 1195

Non−Synchronous Test                   TNSS      −                 1120

Open Circuit                           TOPC      −                 1193
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 1 (continued)                              DMS−300
Test Line                                        or Toll Test      Local Test
Descriptions                           Name      Line Code         Line Code
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Repeat Two Long Delay                  TR2L      (notes)           (notes)

Repeat Two Short Delay                 TR2S      (notes)           (notes)

Synchronous Test                       TSYN      −                 1181

ATME−2 Type A Responder                TYPA      444               −

ATME−2 Type B Responder                TYPB      445               −

ATME−2 Type C (busy flash)             TYPC      446               −
Responder
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Note 1: xxxx = any four−digit number
Note 2: The E&M Lead Test and the Repeat Two tests terminate on the 103 test line
        in a toll office.
Note 3: The E&M Lead Test and the Repeat Two tests terminate on the non−synchronous
        or synchronous test line in a local office.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Table 2 shows the standard DMS test name and its subset test name(s).  Only the standard DMS
test name is entered in field TESTLINE in subtable TLNOS.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 2
Standard DMS Test Names

STD DMS
Test Name                 Subset Test Names
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T100                      N100, S100

T101                      (not a test line, only a communication line)

T102

T103

T104                      S104

T105                      TL0N, TL0S, TL05, T164, TL6N, TL6S, TL65, TS05, TS65, T5AS,
                          T5AT, T50L, T56N, T5LB, TSBS, TSBT, T5SB, T5BS, TERL, T5LH

TART                      (Turkish loads)

TB08                      TB18 (only used by Automatic Trunk Test)

TCLC

TE_M
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 2 (continued)
Standard DMS Test Names

STD DMS
Test Name                 Subset Test Names
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TISS                      (International loads)

TLPA

TLPB

TNSS

TOPC

TR2L

TR2S

TSYN

TYPA                      TA01, TA02, TA03, TA04, TA05, TA07, TA08, TA09, TA10, TA11,
                          TA14, TA15, TA16, TA17, TA18, TA20, TA21, TA22, TA23, TA24

TYPB                      TA06, TA12, TA19, TA25

TYPC                      TA13
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Test Lines for ISUP Trunks

ISDN User Part (ISUP) trunks use Common Channel Signaling 7 (CCS7) for all signaling
requirements.  The ISUP/CCS7 message−based protocol contains specific details on how to handle
test line tests for ISUP trunks.

In the CLLIMTCE table record for ISUP trunks, the entry in field TSTNOIND is changed to agree
with the entry in field TSTNOIND in table TSTLCONT, after the entry for ISUP trunks is added to
table TSTLCONT and subtable TLNOS.

Fields TESTLINE, TLNUMBER, and TL_MFC_OG_SIG in subtable TLNOS must be datafilled as
shown in Table 3 to follow the ISUP protocol according to the T1X1 specification.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 3
ISUP Protocol Datafill

TESTLINE          TLNUMBER          TC_MFC_OG_SIG
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T100              100               N
T102              102               N
T101              101               N
T104              104               N
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Test Lines for CCITT 7 ISUP Trunks in a DMS−300

The CCITT−recommended digits for the T100 test line are 64.  To use the T100 test line on a
CCITT trunk, the entry in field TSTNOIND (table CLLIMTCE) must point to subtable
TSTLCONT.TLNOS, which translates the T100 test line code to 64.  The required datafill for fields
TESTLINE, TLNUMBER, and TL_MFC_OG_SIG are shown in Table 4 below.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 4
CCITT 7 ISUP Protocol Datafill

TESTLINE          TLNUMBER          TC_MFC_OG_SIG
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T100              64                N
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Originating 105 Test Line

Each Transmission Test Unit (TTU) circuit consists of a control signal generator card and a digital
filter.  Table 5 lists pairs of interconnected cards that can be provisioned together to form a TTU for
the listed test procedure type.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 5
Transmission Test Unit Pairs

Control Signal
Generator           Digital Filter      Test Procedure Type
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
NT2X47AA            NT2X56AA            ATME2 (rated MD)

NT2X47AB            NT2X56AA            ATME2 (DMS−300 switching units)

NT2X47AC            NT2X56AB            ATME2 (104 test line) and ATMS (105 test line)

NT2X47AD            NT2X56AB            ALT (Automatic Line Testing) and ATMS (105 test line)

NT2X47BA            NT2X56BA            International (A−law) ATME and ATMS
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Originating 105 Test Line − New Tests Provided with NT2X47AD

Table 6 shows the new tests provided by the NT2X47AD card.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 6
New Tests for Originating 105 Test Line

Test        Description of Test
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ERL         Echo Return Loss measurement with quiet termination

ERLSC       Echo Return Loss Self−Check with quiet termination
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 6 (continued)
New Tests for Originating 105 Test Line

Test        Description of Test
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SRL         Low frequency Singing Return Loss measurement with quiet termination

SRLSC       Low frequency Singing Return Loss Self−Check with quiet termination

SHI         High frequency Singing Return Loss measurement with quiet termination

SHISC       High frequency Singing Return Loss Self−Check with quiet termination
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Note : For additional information on DMS tests, see the Trunks Maintenance Guide,
297−1001−595, and the Menu Commands Reference Manual, 297−1001−821.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Sequence

There is no requirements to datafill other tables prior to table TSTLCONT.TLNOS.

Field Descriptions

Field names, subfield names, and valid data ranges for table TSTLCONT.TLNOS are described
below.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Field Descriptions for Table TSTLCONT.TLNOS

Field or
Subfield            Entry               Explanation
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TESTLINE            alphanumeric        Test Line Name
                    (4 characters)      If the switching unit is other than a DMS−300, enter
                                        the digits of the test line number that are to be
                                        outpulsed (not including the prefix digits from
                                        table CLLIMTCE).

                                        If the switching unit is a DMS−300, with a signaling
                                        system other than CCIS7, enter KP (key−pulse), the
                                        digits of the test line number (maximum 12) that are
                                        to be outpulsed, and ST (signaling terminal).  KP1 
                                        is represented by entry D; KP2 is represented by 
                                        entry E; ST is represented by entry F.

                                        The first digit position in the test line number
                                        following KP, for No. 6 signaling trunks, is the 
                                        Calling Party's Category Indicator (CPCI) with the
                                        following values:

Entry Decimal Value
                                        1 to 9     1 to 9
                                        0          10
                                        B          11
                                        C          12
                                        D          13
                                        E          14
                                        F          15
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−continued−
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                                        If the switching unit is a DMS−300, and CCITT7 
                                        signaling system, the recommended value for a 
                                        T100 test line is 64.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TL_MFC_OG_SIG       N                   Test Line Multi−Frequency Compelled Signal
                                        This field is used to test for Multi−Frequency
                                        Compelled (MFC) trunks.  Enter N.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
−End−

Datafill Sequence

An example of datafill for subtable TSTLCONT.TLNOS is shown below.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Datafill Example for Table TSTLCONT
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Example of a MAP display:

TESTLINE        TLNUMBER       TL_MFC_OG_SIG
___________________________________________________________________________________
T100            1191           N
T102            1111           N
TSYN            1181           N
TLPA            1194           N
TLPB            1195           N
___________________________________________________________________________________

The example specifies the following data:

Test line names and test line codes for the trunk group are listed in subtable TLNOS #0 (see
table CLLIMTCE, field TSTNOIND).

• 

Table 7 shows the digits that are automatically outpulsed for the specified test lines (see
table CLLIMTCE, field PRFXDIGS, and subtable TSTLCONT.TLNOS, field TLNUMBER).

• 

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 7
Example Digits                                Digits Outpulsed
Description                TESTNAME        PFXDIGS  and  TLNUMBER
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Balance Termination        T100            8        +    1191

Milliwatt Supply           T102            8        +    1111

Synchronous Test           TSYN            8        +    1181

Loop−Around Port 1         TLPA            8        +    1194

Loop−Around Port 2         TLPB            8        +    1195
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Coin Telephone Security Devices (1972)
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Al−Jazeera Satellite Reception Jammer

This is a device to prevent the reception of the Al−Jazeera Arab satellite television "news" channel
on Digital Broadcast System (DBS) Ku−band (12.2 − 12.7 GHz) receivers.  In the U.S., these
signals are transmitted from the ECHOSTAR series of satellites and the propagator of this filth is
DISH Network (channel 645).

Imagine... take all the evil television stations, ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, BBC, CBC, PBS, G4TechTV
and combine them into one giant evil station.  Now imagine that one evil station is owned, ran, and
financially backed by camel−humping, moon−rock worshiping serial killers and terrorists (a.k.a. Arab
Muslims).  Yes, it is that evil.  They use fakes pictures, and fake blood, with their fake reporters
(intelligence agents) to make fake reports.  You would think that modern, educated people would
not fall for this propaganda, but there are alot of stupid people out there.  Just look at today's 2600
readers, Slashdot posters, BinRev Radio fans, Democrats, Euro−savages, movie stars, etc.

The jammer works by generatoring a tunable, low−power, wideband noise (or video) signal between
1.52 and 1.59 GHz (1520 − 1590 MHz).  This RF noise signal is then sent to a Hittite Microwave
Corp. HMC444LP4 SMT GaAs MMIC x8 Active Frequency Multiplier.  This IC "multiplies" the signal
eight times.  Example: a 1.525 GHz RF signal becomes 12.2 GHz.  This allows us to work with
much lower frequencies, which are easier to handle, until the last steps of the jammer.  Next, the
signal is sent to a RF Micro Devices NBB−400 GaAs MMIC Amplifier.  This amplifes the new 12
GHz signal by around +10 dB, for a final output power of around +13 dBm (20 milliwatts).  This is
then sent to a homebrew "can" antenna made from a piece copper plumbing pipe.  When placed
near a DBS receiver's dish antenna, the jammer overpowers the satellite's already weak signal,
preventing reception.

Block Diagram
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RF Generator

This is the heart of the jammer.  This part takes a standard NTSC video signal, like the output from
a VCR, mixes it with a DC voltage offset (which is tuned manually), and then applies it to the
Voltage Tune line on a Micronetics M3500−1324 Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO).  The VCO's
output frequency is between approximately 1.5 and 1.6 GHz, and is set via the Coarse and Fine
10−turn tuning potentiometers.  Observe that the VCO's output frequency is correct by connecting
the RF output to a frequency counter or spectrum analyzer.  Set the VCO to output a RF signal
which is equal to the Ku−band satellite downlink frequency you wish to jam, divided−by−8.  That is,
if you want to jam 12.428 GHz (DBS, transponder 15), set the VCO to output approximately 1.5535
GHz.  Since this frequency is set manually, and without any PLL synthesizer, it will drift in frequency
a little bit.  This slight drift is irrelevant in a wideband jamming system, but you may need to tweak
the frequency occasionally to keep the jamming "in−band".

The Video Input signal can be the standard baseband video output signal from a VCR, video
camera, TV, CATV converter, Nintendo, etc.  It can even just be random noise or Al Gore
MP3s.  The VCO's resulting RF output will be Frequency Modulated (FM) with whatever comes in
the Video Input so wideband, random jamming signals, like NTSC video, really work quite well.  The
video pre−emphasis and high−frequency compensation network (those caps and resistors in the
Video Input) are not really needed, but are useful if you wish to turn the jammer into an actual, real
FM TV transmitter.

x8 Multiplier

The most important RF part of the jammer is the x8 active frequency multiplier.  This device takes
the 1.5 − 1.6 GHz RF signal from the RF generator section and multiplies it eight times to
approximately 12.0 − 12.8 GHz.  Fortunately, there is no need for any complicated microwave RF
construction of this device.  Hittite Microwave, http://www.hittite.com, sells a fully complete and
operational evaluation board ($149) for the HMC444LP4 frequency multiplier.  The evaluation board
has two SMA connectors for the RF input and output, so you may need some high−quality
connecting coaxial cables.  The evaluation board needs +5 VDC at only a few milliamps.

You'll note that for this particular application, we are running the HMC444LP4 out of frequency
specification, it will still work though.

RF Amplifier

The next most important part is the 12 GHz RF amplifier.  It is also a good idea to use a pre−made
evaluation board for this amplifier, as making a stable 12 GHz RF amplifier from scratch is
extremely difficult.  A good compromise between price and performance is the RF Micro Devices
NBB−400 MMIC amplifier.  This device will amplify the x8 frequency multiplier's RF output (12.0 −
12.8 GHz) by about 10 dB.  The final RF output power will be approximately +13 dBm (20
mW).  There can be significant RF loss if the interconnecting cables, connectors and/or adapters
are of low−quality or the coax runs are too long.  Richardson Electronics sells a fully complete and
operational NBB−400 evaluation board for $35.  This board also uses SMA connectors for the RF
input and output.  Refer to the NBB−400's datasheet for information on changing the bias resistor
for operation at +12 VDC (change to 162 Ohms, 1/2 Watt).

Again note that for this particular application, we are running the NBB−400 out of frequency
specification, it will still work though.
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Antenna

A simple 12 GHz "can" antenna can be made from a 1.625 (1−5/8) inch long piece of 1.125 (1−1/8)
inch diameter copper pipe.   A standard one inch diameter "Full Slip Repair Coupling" (that's what it
says at the store) will work perfect.  One inch diameter copper pipe is really 1.125 (1−1/8) inches in
diameter.  A small piece of hobby brass or copper sheet will be needed to enclose the back end of
the "can".  Be sure to solder it fully around the outside edges of the copper pipe.  The actual
antenna feed is nothing more that a short 0.2 inch probe made from the exposed center conductor
(minus the Teflon) on a piece of UT−141 semi−rigid coaxial cable.  You solder the UT−141 directly
to the copper pipe.  Add a SMA plug to the other end of the UT−141 to connect to the NBB−400's
RF output SMA jack.  For an extra 30 dB of gain or so, mount this entire contraption at the focal
point of a surplus DIRECTV or DISH Network parabolic satellite dish.  Scrap satellite dishes can be
found in the dumpster at your local cable company.

For a more "professional" antenna feed, get ahold of a WR−90 to N−connector waveguide adapter
and a high−gain WR−90 waveguide horn antenna.  The waveguide adapter is machined to much
tighter tolerances than anything which can be homebrewed, so the insertion losses will be alot lower
and the gains higher.  All this, of course, increases the cost.  You can often find good deals on
waveguide sections at your local hamfest.
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This is a picture of the complete HMC444LP4 evaluation board.  The 1.5 − 1.6 GHz RF input is on
the left, the 12.0 − 12.8 GHz RF output is on the right.  The top SMA jack is for the +5 VDC power
line.

This is an old Watkins−Johnson RF amplifier used for testing.  It has very poor specifications at 8+
GHz.  The RF Micro Devices NBB−400 is alot better choice.  The 12 GHz RF input is on the left and
the RF output is on the right.  The +5 VDC power is applied on the little wire.
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This is a picture of a WR−90 to N−connector waveguide adapter connected to a small WR−90
horn.  Note that this particular adapter has a diode detector tap (the large black knob) for measuring
RF power.  An adapter which has an internal diode detector is not necessary, but does help in
verifing the final RF output power.  Also note the use of brass mounting hardware to connect the
horn antenna to the adapter.  The use of hardware which does not contain steel (brass, stainless
steel) is highly recommended.
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Looking down the horn antenna into the waveguide adapter.  The little silver probe mounted in the
back of the waveguide is the actual antenna.  The little screw on top of the horn is for adjusting the
horn's frequency response, leave it alone.  The BNC connector on the left is part of the diode
detector.
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This is the RF generator used for testing.  It's actually a modified 1.2 GHz (23 cm) Amateur
Television (ATV) video transmitter.  The PLL synthesizer section and the MMIC RF amplifier after
the VCO are not needed.  The video input is on the top right connector and the RF output is the
bottom right connector.

Schematics and construction details of the GBPPR 1.2 GHz (23 cm) ATV Video Transmitter are
available here:

http://www.gbppr.org/atv/index.html
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An overview of the x8 frequency multiplier, RF amplifier, waveguide adapter, and horn antenna
connected together.  Mount this, gently, at the focal point of a parabolic dish for alot more (around
+30 dB) gain.

Bonus!  Set the RF generator to output a frequency of around 1.315 GHz and this device can be
used to jam X−band (10.525 GHz) police speed radars or even to jam certain automatic door
openers.
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C−Band & Ku−Band Satellite Frequencies

This is the Downlink Frequency−to−Satellite Receiver Channel mapping for U.S. domestic, analog
(non−DBS) satellite frequencies.  C−band downconverters usually use a Local Oscillator (LO)
frequency of 5150 MHz, while Ku−band downconverters use a LO frequency of 10,750 MHz.

Satellite
Receiver
Channel

Satellite
Receiver I.F.

(MHz)

C−Band
Downlink (MHz)

Ku−Band
Downlink (MHz)

Jammer VCO
Frequency (MHz)

24 970 4180 11,720 1465

23 990 4160 11,740 1467.5

22 1010 4140 11,760 1470

21 1030 4120 11,780 1472.5

20 1050 4100 11,800 1475

19 1070 4080 11,820 1477.5

18 1090 4060 11,840 1480

17 1110 4040 11,860 1482.5

16 1130 4020 11,880 1485

15 1150 4000 11,900 1487.5

14 1170 3980 11,920 1490

13 1190 3960 11,940 1492.5

12 1210 3940 11,960 1495

11 1230 3920 11,980 1497.5

10 1250 3900 12,000 1500

9 1270 3880 12,020 1502.5

8 1290 3860 12,040 1505

7 1310 3840 12,060 1507.5

6 1330 3820 12,080 1510

5 1350 3800 12,100 1512.5

4 1370 3780 12,120 1515

3 1390 3760 12,140 1517.5

2 1410 3740 12,160 1520

1 1430 3720 12,180 1522.5
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Al−Jazeera Satellite Downlink Frequencies

Jam these bastards.

Satellite Name Coordinates Downlink Frequency (MHz) Transponder
Video

Service

ARABSAT 2C 26° East 4075 H 19 Analog

ARABSAT 3A 26° East 11,938 V 12 Digital

ARABSAT 2D 26° East 11,614 H 155 Digital

EUTELSAT Hotbird 13° East 12,111 V 70 Digital

NILESAT 101 7° West 12,034 H − Digital

PANAMSAT 2 169° East 3836 V 5
Digital,
IRDETO

PANAMSAT 9 58° West 4120 V 21
Digital,
IRDETO

ECHOSTAR 1 148° West 12,200 − 12,800 −
DISH
Network

ECHOSTAR 3 61° West 12,200 − 12,800 −
DISH
Network
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How To Hijack Mosque Speaker Systems

Overview

This is an example of a simple method which can be used to "hijack" Public Access (PA) speaker
systems non−invasively.  That is, without the need for any direct hardware or wire connection.  This
is good for those quick "hit−and−run" missions, like if you wanted to take over some
camel−humper's Mosque speaker system.  You can even take over a school's PA system (and has
been tested this way) if you don't want to travel to some third−world shithole (California).

How It Works

It is quite simple in operation.  A normal PA speaker system just consists of a microphone, or other
source of audio, connected to an audio amplifier (usually under 100 Watts) and an array of
speakers.  The audio amplifier sends its output signals (current) via a series of wires to the
individual remote speaker(s).  Speakers are transducers.  That is, they convert this flowing current
into mechanical energy (vibrations) via the coil and cone in the speaker.  We then hear these
mechanical vibrations as audio (sound waves) coming from the speaker.  Some PA speaker
systems can contain arrays of tens, or even hundreds, of speakers.  In this example, we can only
hijack a single speaker.

To hijack a speaker, without any direct mechanical connections, all you need to do is wrap some
wire around the positive lead (+) of the target speaker.  This wire−wrapping acts as a large inductor,
and our new audio signal (current) is induced into the speaker's wiring.  This does work, but don't
expect any overwhelming results.  It can't be used to simulate a direct−connected 100 Watt audio
amplifier.  It will freak the hell out of people though...

If you can't access or wrap around a speaker's positive wire, it is possible to place a wire−wrapped
ferrite rod, like an AM radio antenna, near (parallel) the speaker's wiring.  This magnetic field will
also "induce" a new audio signal.  This setup doesn't work quite as well, and the ferrite rod is limited
on the amount of power it can handle before saturating.

In both examples, you'll need to use a high−power, surplus (it can blow up) car audio amplifier to
induce the new signal.  Car audio amplifiers are the best choice as they tend to be cheap and they'll
easily run from +12 VDC, perfect for portable operation.  You'll also need a source of audio.  A CD /
MP3 player or microphone is best.  The microphone's output signal may need to be "brought−up" to
line level in order to feed the car audio amplifier.  Pick a microphone with an internal pre−amp or
you can easily build one your self.  Search Google for: "microphone pre−amplifier schematic".  You
only need something simple.

When wrapping your "inductor" around the speaker's wire, it is best to use small−gauge, enameled
(insulated) magnet wire.  Solid−core #28 or #30 AWG works well and is available from Radio
Shack.  Old car speakers are also a good source of this wire.  If fact, study how speakers work to
get a good idea on how this whole setup works.  Ideally, your "inductor" should have an impedance
equal to the output impedance of the car audio amplifier (4 or 8 Ohms, usually).  This can be difficult
to determine (and achieve) because it usually amounts to thousands of wire−wraps.  You can get by
with only a few hundred wraps or so if you use short, interrupted audio transmissions.  A long,
continous audio transmission with an amplifier feeding an impedance mismatch is certain to
destructively damage the audio amplifier.
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Block Diagrams
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Application Diagrams
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Bonus
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End of Issue #8

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Fuck You Too John sKerry!

An Open Letter to Dan Rather From Some Old Fighter Pilots

In your haste to damage the reputation of President Bush, you maligned the Air National Guard and
the Air Reserve, cast doubt on the veracity of CBS News, violated journalistic ethics and disgraced
yourself. You belatedly accepted the fact that the documents were forged and obtained from
dubious sources. Yet you still maintain with an air of certitude that the "thrust" (substance) of the
forged documents is correct and therefore "proves" your assertions. This not only angered the Air
National Guard, but you stirred up a small hornet's nest among fighter pilots and those who have
many years of operational experience at all levels of Air Force fighter operations.

It is not our intention to accuse you of "bias" nor are we participating in some "Republican" attack.
We are a diverse group, and come in all sorts of political persuasions and opinions. I assure you, as
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fighter pilots we consider President Bush as one of our own.

We are a group of retired U.S. Air Force officers who served as fighter pilots. Later in our careers
some became commanders of Air Force Squadrons and Wings and some served as operations and
staff officers. In my group, we have pilots who flew the F−84, F−86 and the "Century Series" aircraft
such as the F−100, F−101 and RF−101, F−102, F−104 and the F−4 in peacetime and in combat.
Many of us flew with the Air National Guard, some served as advisors. We share great respect and
admiration for the ANG'S valued contributions and capability in combat and in peace. In addition to
my experience flying the RF−101 in Europe and in Vietnam combat missions, I was member of the
9th Air Force Inspector General's team as an Operations Inspector. Our mission was to conduct
Operational Readiness Inspections (ORI's) with all National Guard and Air Force Reserve units in
the Eastern US. It was our job to evaluate the ability of a unit to quickly mobilize and perform its
assigned wartime mission. I believe we are qualified to examine the facts about Lt Bush and his
service.

We concluded that research of known and published information make it impossible for you to
honestly substantiate your claim that the "substance" of this fantasy is true. You stated that Mary
Mapes had worked on this story for four years. If this is to be believed, as an unbiased researcher,
she should have called or interviewed more than a dozen Air Force people who knew Lt Bush and
know how a fighter squadron operates. Their detailed first−hand accounts have been published.
Had she maintained contact with some of these people, their observations would have led you to
trash the forged memos immediately Aside from a few details cited below, there are other issues
that should be examined by the independent panel headed by Governor Thornburgh and Mr.
Boccardi. This panel was appointed to probe your story about President Bush's National Guard
service. Either through bias or neglect, your credibility is seriously damaged by failing to consider
some very significant facts. You should be prepared to answer some tough questions. Shifting
blame to "political opponents" is not a valid defense for you.

We became increasingly dismayed at a growing "Urban Legend" created by a variety of "myths"
about Lt Bush's service in the Air National Guard. We assumed this urban legend would die a
natural death for lack of proof. Not being politically inclined, we chose not to make an issue of this.
We recognized the myths were based on unfounded accusations, unproved assertions, facts taken
out of context, and in most cases outright fabrications. The most outrageous of course, is the
accusation by a Hollywood movie producer who accused Lt Bush of "desertion". It was followed
almost immediately by Democratic Senate leaders accusing Lt . Bush of being "AWOL" and
recently, of "disappearing for a year". Other slanders included evading the Vietnam War, being a
beneficiary of favoritism, and deliberate "defiance of orders" to report for an annual flight physical.

The falsehoods continued and became politicized. Your public affirmation of this Urban Legend on
"60 Minutes" was the last straw for us. At this point we began to dig into our files, share mutual
experiences, and review letters and articles published by primary sources - pilots who flew with him,
commanders who selected him for flight training, commanders who rated him and others familiar
with the 111th TFS. We concluded that you ignored all available evidence and created one of the
greatest journalistic frauds of the decade. You still maintain that the "substance" of the forged
memos is true. There is not one shred of evidence to support your assertion. The forgeries were
written for a purpose −− to validate some of the myths in this urban legend.

Your CBS presentation used bogus memos to support claims that Lt Bush "defied" orders to take an
annual flight physical, and then received "orders" that he was disqualified and faced formal
disciplinary action. For good measure, the memos added other untrue allegations about his
performance ratings.
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You and your "fact checkers" completely ignored a core reality that blows these myths apart: There
was no formal requirement for Lt Bush to take an annual flight physical during his "birth month" of
July 1972!. As of April, 1972 Lt Bush was out of the flying business. He was "surplus" and had
received permission for a temporary to transfer to Alabama ANG for non−flying duties. Taking a
flight physical was purely optional for Lt Bush.! You should know that, starting in April 1972, all
F−102 fighter interceptors in the 111th TIS were being replaced by F−101 aircraft. Advanced
transition training to become "combat ready" in another aircraft is a lengthy process. Lt Bush did not
have sufficient time left in his commitment to make it cost−effective. Another major factor is that in
1972, a huge surplus of experience fighter pilots were returning from their 100 missions "tours"in
Vietnam. Many left active duty status and pursued civilian careers, but also wanted to continue
flying fighters with the National Guard. During this time some ANG pilots who were approaching the
end of their commitment being were being granted "early release" and honorable discharge. By this
time, Lt Bush had accumulated 954 "points" for his flying, drills and frequent runway alerts It is well
over the minimum 50 points a year. He had over 500 hours of flying time. This was substantial,
considering the difficult and hazardous 1 1/2 hour intercept sorties in the F−102.

We concluded that Lt Col Killian, the Squadron Commander, would have never written such
documents. There is not enough space to cite all the reasons but they are well documented. Had
Mary Mapes interviewed pilots and commanders who worked with Lt Bush at the time, you would
have learned that the documents proved nothing. Here are just a few facts that caught our
immediate attention and aroused our suspicions about the "memos":

Flight physicals, annual flight proficiency checks, and annual instrument flying checks are a routine
administrative functions worked out with the pilot and the operations people in the squadron. The
Squadron "Ops" people monitor and closely coordinate forthcoming events. Squadron Commanders
never issue formal written "orders" for flight physical. In your first forgery, the formal written "order"
to perform a physical two months before the required time is an unheard−of absurdity. When it
appears that a pilot may have a problem with a scheduled event, it is worked out informally well
ahead of time. Had this been a valid requirement, "Sqdn Ops" would have taken aggressive
measures to insure that he received his physical exam during the month of July. There are times
when a pilot may lapse for some significant reason. A routine notice from the Flight Surgeon's office
and the operations section would note the disqualification. The physical could be performed later for
reinstatement. A Squadron Commander would not issue a bogus "flight disqualification order" or a
or threaten mythical "Flight Review Board" (IAW "AFM 35−13") −− directive is not applicable for
such an event and it not called a "Flight Review Board".

The infamous "sugarcoating" memo: It cited an "OETR" - this stood out like a sore thumb. The
universal USAF term is "OER" (Officer Effectiveness Report). I have been told that "OETR" is an
Army term −− perhaps shedding some light on the identity of the forger. It also implied that some
memos would be inserted in Lt Bush's OER folder. OER folders are strictly controlled in the Air
Force and no extraneous memos or materials are allowed in the folders. Material in my files indicate
that Lt Bush had receive commendable OER's from Lt Col Killian who rated him among his top
pilots. Another commander placed him at the "top 5%" of his squadron.

The "AWOL" myth: There is no such thing in the National Guard. Drills can be missed for personal
or civilian career reasons, but these are worked out informally. If a person completely stops
attendance, he would be discharged and become eligible for the Draft as 1A. Attending "drills" at
another unit are not unusual and arranged informally with the unit commander. Before the so−called
"orders" were issued, Lt Bush had Col Killian's permission to temporarily work with the Alabama
ANG, but was remained formally assigned to his Texas ANG squadron.
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The "Preferential Treatment" myth: A published article by a retired Air Force General describes the
highly selective and competitive process for selecting Lt Bush and Texas ANG pilots. Furthermore,
having served as a jet pilot training instructor in the late 1950's I can appreciate the rigorous training
standards. An National Guard pilot is placed in full−time active duty status when he is in the USAF
pilot training program. Unless he is among the best, he will be dismissed. The myth about "500
applicants" is ludicrous. It does not apply to the aspiring pilots who seek flight training. Very few
aspirants meet the educational, physical and mental standards for being accepted in the pilot
training program.

The "Avoiding Vietnam" myth: When Lt Bush completed his year in advanced Pilot Training, the
Squadron was deploying some F−102's to Vietnam under the "Palace Alert" program. Lt Bush
expressed interest, but did not have enough flying time to qualify. This program was later terminated
for operational reasons.

There are other documents in my files written by people ranging from his enlisted crew chief up to a
retired General Officer. These include: Accounts describing Bush's acceptance by the 111th TIS
Squadron; accounts by his fellow students at pilot training; comments by his flight instructors;
accounts by several pilots (including his room−mate and wing−man); as well as activities in alert
hangars. There are letters from pilots who flew on his wing; statements by an officer who attended
drills with him in Alabama; and laudatory statements by officers who rated him.

Despite these accounts, you ignored the reality of the hazardous overwater Air Intercept missions
and Canadian NORAD missions. When initiated by an air−defense radar site, a five−minute alert
started with the sound of a klaxon horn in the alert hangar at any time of day or night. Aircraft were
to be airborne within 5 minutes. I don't envy rolling out of my cot at 3AM for a 500 ft low−altitude
intercept mission over the ocean white−caps to locate and identify another aircraft, or the "pop−ups"
to 40,000 ft for high−altitude intercepts, often at very high rates of closure. This was in an aircraft
that had limited range, no refueling capability, primitive flight instruments and radar, unreliable
engines and no nearby ocean search and rescue capability. During Lt Bush's service, there were
several crashes and fatalities in his squadron. Advanced fighter training also took its toll of
accidents and fatalities. This was by no means a safe, cushy "flying club for rich boys". It was hard
and arduous flying and no one in my group would want to trade our own aircraft or our mission
requirements for Lt Bush's arduous alert duties.

You arrogantly announced that President Bush would not respond to your questions. Minimal
research by your staff would have answered any and all the questions. President Bush (unlike
Senator Kerry), signed a "Form 180" that released any and all relevant documents held by the U.S.
Air Force. In addition to the files released by USAF There is also an abundance of columns and
letters published by authoritative sources who are easy to contact.In light of the overwhelming
evidence that you ignored, I believe it is up to YOU to answer some questions, if not to the public
then to the investigating board that will examine your fiasco. Among the questions regarding bias,
why did Mary Mapes depend on sources who had a long history of political activism and no
experience in Air Force squadron operations? Some of her "sources" had refuted their previous
claims; others had been investigated previously and proved to be untruthful. Was it bias or was it
sloppy research? There are many questions that YOU should answer to your own investigation
board.

Written by Lt Col Nicholas Pishvanov (USAF Ret). Fairfax, Virginia
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